
broken beer bottles from the sidewalk to shred the palms of my hands. My mother and I were
estranged, and I fantasized that my language arts teacher loved me as if I were her daughter.

 
 

 

 

My classmates had my number from go.

 
You’re a nice girl. But a little weird.

 
 

I graduated high school, got engaged, and moved out of my father’s house to get away from his
new wife, a woman with a gift for the passive-aggressive alienation of affections. She openly stated
her intention to enter his life as a wedge between him and his daughters. He married her anyway and
carved out a little paradise behind the house where her son could dive and splash in a new pool. I
went to college fifteen minutes away but was asked to leave my house key before I left. I still have
trouble resisting bitter envy toward the freshmen moving in each year at the university where I work,
when I see their parents toting large plastic bags up the stairs bearing dorm decor from Target.

 
THE FEELINGS THAT struck me as enormous and unmanageable could have been easier to face and
process had I seen them situated in simple conceptual maps like the two-dimensional model of
interpersonal style published by Kim Bartholomew and Leonard Horowitz in the Journal of Personality
and Social Psychology in August of 1991 as my second quarter of college began. It was out there but
I had no access to it. One axis measures thoughts about self and another measures thoughts about
other people, producing four basic categories of attachment.

 



—THEODORE MILLON, Schematic Diagram of Borderline Personality

 
This is a risky move.

 
Proposing that the borderline personality label is INACCURATE or ARTIFICIAL, or that

borderlines are NOT CLEARLY DIFFERENT FROM HEALTHY PEOPLE may further undermine the
very real needs for therapeutic support and corresponding eligibility for medical insurance claims.
These pragmatic concerns cannot be overstated, yet as psychiatric knowledge steadily evolves,
identity categories give way to more subtle models that conceptualize mental illness as dimensions—
continua or spectra without clear separation from normalcy, and with less separation from each other
than we like to think.

 
The whole idea of Axis I and Axis II may prove false and be replaced with the Five-Factor Model

of Personality developed by Thomas Widiger, a professor of clinical psychology at the University of
Kentucky. Recent discussions of this model were co-authored by Widiger and his colleagues John
Livesley, a professor emeritus at the University of British Columbia, and Lee Ana Clark at the




